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TOWER AVENUE
RECONSTRUCTION
The Tower Avenue revitalization project involved a
complete reconstruction of STH 35 (Tower Avenue)
through historic downtown Superior, Wisconsin.
Under the existing pavement, this corridor had utilities,
pavement, railroad ties from an old trolley system, an old
corduroy timber roadway, buried building foundations,
and other interesting infrastructure that dated back more
than 100 years.
The use of picture framed red concrete at intersections
is a striking addition to Tower Ave and the first thing
locals will notice along with improved thoroughfare,
safer parking, and the addition of space exclusively for
bicycle traffic. By late spring/summer the new planters
will help the corridor to awaken.
Over 21 subcontractors worked along with Krech
Ojard professionals to complete this project in a
short time frame with the least possible disruption to
local businesses. Coordination was required between
WisDOT, the contractors, the local municipalit y, BNSF
and UP rail authorities, as well as local business owners
to revitalize a busy yet aged roadway corridor and
business district.
Over 101 businesses present their company directly
on Tower Ave within the project’s improved stretch of
roadway. More businesses beyond this section count on
the connection with the Richard I. Bong bridge which ties in
within the project region at the busy crossing of Belknap St.
and Tower Ave.
Major items of grading work included the replacement of
sanitar y sewer, stormsewer, watermains, and subgrade.
It also included preparing subbase and base, and
preparing the foundation for concrete pavement and
final site restoration. Islands and turning lanes were
added to better direct traffic.

The congested, historic urban setting increased the complexit y
of excavation, backfilling and grading. A temporar y water
main and services were supplied to all business owners for
the duration of a new water main installation.
The new roadway base was constructed of native clay and
all buried corduroy roadway, rail tie and debris was removed
and replaced with native clay.
Local businesses eager for the revitalization of their home
street and historic downtown helped create a successful
project updating the Tower Ave. business district both
functionally and visually for the future.

Down to the clay

Tower Avenue in Superior, Wisconsin
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Philadelphia Zoo
Animal Exploration Trails

Small Primate Aerial Trail

Krech Ojard & Associates (KOA) provided structural design services to
CLR Design (Philadelphia, PA) for new and unique animal exploration
trails at the Philadelphia Zoo. This project included enclosed
pathways for small primates, apes and carnivores, as well as bears
in the future. KOA provided customized, engineered solutions with
a focus on aesthetics and reducing construction costs to help CLR
Design realize the Philadelphia Zoo’s vision.
The small primate exploration trail is an elevated, enclosed mesh trail
connecting similar exploration trails to the existing orangutan trail
system. KOA was responsible for engineering steel support posts,
footings, and mesh rigging systems. The ape exploration trail is an
elevated box truss system connecting the gorilla yard to the existing
orangutan trail system. It also included the design of a demonstration
feeding platform and two transfer vestibules. The structural design
completed by KOA built upon the existing orangutan trail system with
an eye to improve aesthetics, schedule, and cost. KOA was also
responsible for engineering the carnivore exploration trails, which
include a mesh ground trail along Bird Lake, an elevated Vierendeel
truss trail, and a curved pipe bridge trail for carnivores crossing above
the zoo’s main path. The structures, trails, and included vestibules,
allow the animals a much greater range of travel to explore
new environments, and provides an intriguing, up close, visitor
experience.
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KOA also provided engineering services for the roof
retrofit of two big cat enclosures. Through the addition
of mesh roofing to the lion and tiger enclosures, all
of the big cats can occupy any of the enclosures for
exhibit flexibility and rotation.

3D Scanning Services
Once the scope and geometric complications of this unique
environment became clear, KOA suggested the use of 3D scanning.
The zoo hired KOA to perform 3D scans of the zoo’s project
areas which resulted in the consolidation of existing dimensional
information in to an electronic file package. The final electronic
model allowed coordination between disciplines in areas where
traditional field measurements were not possible or reliable.
The laser scans produce accurate point cloud data and panoramic
imagery to create an accurate 3D model. This 3D electronic
design environment was used to fit new structures and upgrades
within the current environment with much greater precision. Even
small tree branches reaching through truss systems were identified
and evaluated by the designers. The use of 3D scanning greatly
reduced field verification time, the need for field fabrication, and
the number of field modifications.

Elevated chutes and trail system – Design Model

Point Cloud 3D scan data along with Carnivore Bridge
3D Design Model

Carnivore Bridge over main zoo path. A tiger ventures across
for a view from above!

MAGNETATION
RAIL LOOP COORDINATION
Krech Ojard was engaged to provide engineering services
for modifications of the existing loop tracks for Magnetation’s
proposed pellet plant in Reynolds, Indiana.

3D site visualizations

Magnetation is a relatively new operation utilizing a magnetic
separation technology to capture iron ore particles within
discarded iron ore tailings left over from previous mining
operations. Magnetation has quickly expanded to numerous
northern Minnesota plants and is developing a pellet plant in
Reynolds, Indiana. This nationally centralized plant location
will be capable of serving the Great Lakes region as well as
Mexico and Canada.
The new Reynolds Plant is utilizing a former ethanol plant site
with extensive existing rail infrastructure, but the existing loop
track needed to be re-engineered to handle multiple trains on
a multi-track loop. All existing track materials were able to be
salvaged for reuse. The new loop track facility will now be able
to accommodate multiple unit trains (up to 7000 feet long);
simultaneously loading an outbound pellet train and dumping
of an inbound iron concentrate train.
Krech Ojard was responsible for the loop redesign, coordination
with CSX Railway for the approval of the plans and the Private
Sidetrack Agreement, all which culminated in the preparation
of construction documents, plans and specifications for track
and embankment construction. Krech Ojard developed 2D
animated traffic flow scenarios at scale to bring the system
to life and better convey different switching solutions and
operating scenarios to the client.
The facility design is based on the requirement to handle up to
three trains; 120 car concentrate train, 100 car pellet train, and
one additional concentrate or pellet train.
To accomplish this, the facility utilizes three loops, each
approximately 9,000 feet long. Upon arrival from the CSX
mainline, a train is routed to one of the three tracks depending
on the train’s commodity (concentrate or pellets) and loop
availability. The two material handling facilities, one loading
and one unloading, are located on parallel pocket tracks,
adjacent to the loops. The loop track facility will now allow for
receiving or departing train movements, while up to two trains
are loading, unloading, or holding (depending on priority).
With two mainline switch connections in proximity to each other,
and one alternate entrance, the timing of train movements when
trains are loading and unloading can be critical. The animated
train operation scenarios were utilized to better visualize and
explain the complex switching and timing necessary for the
daily process of concurrent train movements.

Modeling

View an
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online

www.krechojard.com/railroadloop

Views of different scenarios along the loop track
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announcements
Ryan McKibbon, PE
has been named Krech
Ojard’s
Mechanical
Group Manager.
McKibbon graduated
from North Dakota
State Universit y with
Bachelor of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering.

Tim Sanders, PE has
passed his Principles
and
Practice
of
Engineering
exam.
Sanders is a Civil
Engineer
in
Krech
Ojard’s Duluth office,
and a graduate of Minnesota State
University Mankato.

Corey Pranger, PE has
passed his Principles and
Practice of Engineering
exam. Pranger is a Structural
Engineer in Krech Ojard’s
Eau Claire office, and a
graduate of Michigan
Technological University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Civil Engineering.

David Oakes has obtained
the Project Management
Professional designation.
Oakes graduated from the
Institute of Technology at
the University of Minnesota
with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Mechanical Engineering.

Orion Cannon has joined
Krech Ojard as a Civil
Engineer. He holds a
Masters of Science from
the University of Colorado
and is also a graduate
of the Colorado School
of Mines.

Charles Welsh, EIT has
joined
Krech
Ojard’s
Structural Group as an
Engineer
in
Training.
Welsh graduated from the
University of Minnesota
with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Civil Engineering.

Justin
Forsell
has
rejoined Krech Ojard’s
Mechanical Group as
an Engineering Designer.
Forsell graduated from the
University of Minnesota
Duluth with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Computer Technology.

Kellen McCoshen, EIT has
joined Krech Ojard as
an Engineer in Training.
McCoshen
graduated
from the University of
Minnesota Duluth with
a Bachelor of Science
degree in Civil Engineering.

Dustin James, EIT has
joined Krech Ojard as
an Engineer in Training.
James graduated from the
University of Minnesota
Duluth with a Bachelor
of Science degree in
Civil Engineering.

David McCallum has
joined Krech Ojard’s
Wausau
office
as
an Electrical Controls
Engineer.
McCallum
graduated
from
the
University of Wisconsin
at Platteville with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Electrical Engineering.

David Tripp has joined
Krech Ojard as the
Integrated
Projects
Manager.
Tripp
graduated from Michigan
Technological University
with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Mechanical Engineering.
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